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PC-DMIS is designed from the ground up to offer a more intuitive
interface. PC-DMIS is more user-friendly than a traditional PC-SCQR
DMM by allowing faster measurement results with fewer clicks. A
more active setting for Range, Offset, Zero (Start/Home) is more
user-friendly than the option in a traditional PC-SCQR DMM. PC-
DMIS offers numerous advantages in terms of high-precision,
faster measurement times and user friendly interface, making the
system an obvious choice for quality assurance. PC-DMIS provides
four major enhancements to the PC-SCQR® 2020 automation in
addition to the industry-leading features included with PC-SCQR
2020 to achieve higher product quality and consistency. Now that
you have some idea about the software configuration and
installation, lets quickly walk through the installation process.
When installing PC-DMIS on a new system, you will be using either
Windows XP or Vista for the most part. If you have a system that
already has PC-DMIS already installed, the PC-DMIS setup will
“update” your existing configuration. For example, if you are
currently using Windows 7, that update will only modify the look of
the interface to more closely match the Windows 7 interface. If
your PC-DMIS configuration is from an older version of PC-DMIS,
you will need to start over. Here is a general flow through the
installation: Easiest way to install the software is thru”Download
and Install” on the websitedownload (http://zavvi.com/pc-
dmis.html?&http://www.encoretech.com/shop/fl/PC-DMIS.html).
Before this, you must have downloaded and installed SFx Asset
Management. You only need to go thru your download and
installation once. The first time it is installed, it will create a
sample file “tcm16” on your drive. Click “Finished Setup” at the
end of the installation. After this is done, go back into the sample
file and look at the devices. The devices should be listed in the
order the were found. You can copy the file to the server and use
this as a reference, or create a new file with it (“tcm22.”). Now the
software is install. You will be able to access the “sam,” “info,” and
“dev” databases within the software. You can also access the
databases from the menus on the PC-DMIS interface. There are no
other databases installed, and no SQL installed in this version.
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pc-dmis 2017 r2 is available as part of the pc-dmis kits for all
hexagon manufacturing intelligence (mis) division measurement

devices. pc-dmis 2017 r2 can be purchased separately as a stand-
alone product or can be upgraded to the latest pc-dmis metrology

software. what's new? since pc-dmis 2017 release 2, this is the
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first version of the pc-dmis software to include the latest version of
the pc-dmis vision labeling software. hexagon manufacturing

intelligence has made an important upgrade to the user interface.
the new version of the pc-dmis 2017 software includes a new

design that has been developed with user feedback from users of
the pc-dmis software. version 1.6.1 includes improvements to pc-
dmis 2017 r2. while pc-dmis is not an anti-virus application, this

latest version has been designed to be more secure against
viruses, making it more difficult for a virus to enter or infect the pc-

dmis software. the latest version of pc-dmis has been tested for
compatibility with all hexagon mis products and compatible oem

machines on the market today. pc-dmis 2017 r2 includes the
following features: brand new pc-dmis design increased security

against viruses improved features and user-interface design
improved outlier detection improved labeling detection improved

new pc-dmis r2 support for the latest pc-dmis vision labeling
software pc-dmis is a single application cmm that contains all the
functionality of a multi-user, multi-computer cmm application. it is

the worlds most popular cmm application for the collection,
evaluation, management and presentation of manufacturing data.
use it to fully leverage your manufacturing process and build truly

lean systems. 5ec8ef588b
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